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About This Game

DoubleTap is an arcade pistol shooter built for VR. Players enter Stages where they race to complete various missions and tested
on their accuracy, speed, judgement, and precision bullet shooting prowesses.
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Title: DoubleTap
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
EasterEgg Workshop
Publisher:
EasterEgg Workshop
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: HTC Vive Hardware Required

English
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Simple But Spooky !. Fun game. Build, fight and survive. Made by the creator of diablo and diablo 2.. There's a real art to
coming up with puzzles like this, where you feel like the game has handed you all the tools you need to intuit the answers to the
puzzle in front of you. None of the other games in this series ticked that box for me. It always felt like I was left guessing or that
I was missing some method of solving a puzzle that was never so much as hinted at.

That doesn't mean the puzzles are simple, but they are simple to understand, which is always a plus. Every new rule makes sense
instantly, and I feel like the knowledge of how quickly a player could grasp them made for stronger puzzle design. There are
only 50 puzzles, but new elements are introduced regularly and I felt like it took complete advantage of the overall concept.

Worth a few bucks if you've bored yourself to death playing the more standard logic puzzles, even if it only lasts a few hours.
. Bought the DOA5LR full game at a discount.... not even full game... RIP
still recommend cuz dem boobs physics. Super short, relaxing puzzle game.. It's really a shame, this game had potential but the
way it was executed ruined it. The game was more frustrating than fun and the reason being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest\/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors\/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, I should of
stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it too much of a chance.. You're a pug going mach 3 through hell
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Another poorly made game with RPGmaker, Indie developers should really be code tested before giving them the permission to
make games, garbage like this should be a punishable crime!. The camera angles in this game are so extreme!. This mod is
pretty good. It allows you to experience Red Orchestra 2 on the Western Front which I think is a pretty cool idea. It does have
some problems but the dev's are trying their very best to frequently update their game and make it better. Infact Yesterday they
did an update which adds in Regular British forces in the Caen Outskirts map.

This mod adds in new skins for the factions and also adds in Regular British infantry and the British 1st Parachute Brigade with
their own weapons and gear.

There is some room to improve like there being a somewhat lack of servers but the community is growing and the mod is slowly
getting better and better.

Overall I would recommend it if you are a fan of the Red Orchestra series .. This game is excellent! Whether you're looking to
pick up some puzzles on your break or want something challenging to dive into, Adjacency has got you covered. Also - this
soundtrack? 10\/10. This is one of the most fun games I have ever played on Steam. It's a little buggy sometimes, but it can be
worked around and it's nothing that an update or console release can't fix. The movesets for both characters are diverse yet
simple in execution and leave a lot of room for creativity, and both feel very different compared to each other. However, it
takes exactly five hits to kill you, so you have to keep on your toes, which adds to the excitement. You won't get any depth out
of the story, but it is batshit crazy enough for you to get some fun out of it and the characters are very likable in their own rights.
The default controls are a little unorthodox, but thankfully you're allowed to change that. Overall, if you like high speed beat em
ups with deep combat mechanics and simple execution, then Assault Spy is your game. Go check it out.

P.S. You're gonna have a blast with Amelia once you unlock her.. Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game
that serenades the player with piano music while they travel through a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in
regards to gameplay, the audio and visuals combine to make a very enjoyable and overall relaxing experience.

My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as
there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up.

I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and Abz\u00fb, or for someone who wants to relax
after a long day at work or school.. found this game and played it for 10.2 hours first day, will be back tomorrow. buy it, question
your career choice, redo school and become atc.. Very fun. Would love some more options outside of the story mode (like a carreer
mode or manager mode or custom competition mode). The gameplay is very solid.. Fun game to play with friends when you're
bored. After about an hour or so it starts to get boring but for the first 45 mins or so it's really fun, and you can have a real laugh
with your mates. tbh, I'd only suggest you to get this game if you have a friend to play with, without a friend it's
pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665tbh.

5.5\/10
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